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Very Different Shelter 
Despite the uncertainties created by the global pandemic, the Rainbow 
Centre was determined to provide a safe place to sleep for local rough 
sleepers during the winter 2020-2021. We worked hard as a team and 
remained committed to providing safe space for our guests, with the 
help of the local community, partners, volunteers and churches. Due to 
the Government guidance we had to, for the first time in the 12 years of 
our winter shelter history, switch from our rolling shelter model to static 
shelter space. Following the review of all emergency measures we had 
to consider, renting ten rooms in a local B&B was deemed as safest and 
the most appropriate way forward for all.  
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Introduction 
I felt humbled to be able to run our Winter Shelter this year, which marked my third year of managing 
the project. Despite the difficulties we knew would mean complete reorganization of how we used to 
know our shelter, I had no doubt we could deliver this life saving service in Folkestone again this 
year. Due to the government guidance we started planning early this year, with the help of trustees, 
and we soon realized we were amazingly ahead compared to many other shelters in the Southern 
region of the country. I felt privileged when other shelters in the region approached us and asked for 
help with implementing the new model we were adopting in their own districts.  
 
I welcomed the joined up working partnership with the Dover shelter this year. Our principles and 
church support mirror one another and it ensured smooth running of the shelter, with some amazing 
partnership working and help offered and accepted between the two towns.   
 
Following to a summer spent working hard within the Homeless Support Service, Ella Humphreys 
came on board once again, to be our only Project Worker this winter. Ella’s professionalism and great 
knowledge in various areas of the job contributed greatly to the overall success of the shelter and 
these attributes were appreciated by the many guests of the shelter. Ella always found a way to get it 
done! Sadly, for the Rainbow family, Ella recently left the Rainbow Centre, and she will be a great 
asset to her future employer. I would like to repeat what was said many times before: “I couldn’t have 
done the shelter without Ella this year”.  
 
Jenny, our Administrator, came back to join us following a summer spent working hard for our 
Foodbank. Unfortunately, Jenny had to leave for personal reasons shortly after the project started. I 
missed her quirkiness this winter, and her dedication to the work of our clients. Not only as an 
Administrator, but Jenny was amazing at many aspects of our work, including ensuring the Manager 
always had a wholesome meal at lunch time!  
 
I welcomed the extra bits of help offered by our temporary worker, Alexandra Havova. Some of you 
may remember Alex was a Project Worker two years ago in the shelter. Alex’s knowledge of the 
dynamics of the project certainly helped at times when our workload was at its peak.  
 
I’d like to say a big thank you to all the staff and volunteers at the Rainbow Centre. Mary Stredwick 
(CEO), John Burgess (Homeless Support Service) and all the trustees who have been thoroughly 
supportive of the Project when we went through some difficult times, with Covid-19 striking over and 
over again. We were grateful for their backing and support.  
 
To all who have supported us through another year of the Winter Shelter, thank you!  
 
 
Jana Ernest  
Winter Shelter Project Manager 
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Summary 
We gratefully accepted additional funding from the local authority. The he B&B stay and project 
worker costs were funded by a joint MHCLG bid of DDC and FHDC. This also allowed us to keep the 
shelter open for an extra month for those who were still in the hotel on the last days of February. 
Originally, the help offered included stay in the hotel only, without any further provisions from the 
shelter team. Our volunteers, however, unanimously offered to extend the offer of home-made meals 
delivery for another month, and we continued with remote support of the guests through March 2021, 
with the exception of new guests’ referrals. We are proud to confirm the shelter kept our guests safe 
for full four months this winter. 
 
Unfortunately, we were unable to offer any social interaction to our guests and volunteers. Despite 
the obstacle and the inability to offer what was usually the most rewarding part of our volunteer work, 
we received applications from almost 80 volunteers and accepted help from 56 volunteers. Our 
volunteers assisted us with the cooking and delivery of meals to the hotels. 
 
Our volunteers cooked and delivered over 1200 meals during the course of the winter, including all 
the same amazing desserts we were used to from previous years. We also ensured all our guests 
had access to breakfast items. These were delivered to the hotels and consisted of provision we 
gratefully accepted from our Foodbank as well as donations received at the Centre. We made sure 
every guest had their own toiletries, and all the items were regularly replenished at the hotels by our 
staff. We welcomed the great help and support from the hotel managers, who accepted to serve our 
shelter and helped us with any hands-on issues, whilst still renting the rooms to general public. The 
trust of the hotels to welcome our guests, many of whom often come from chaotic backgrounds and 
some who were entrenched rough sleepers was greatly appreciated, allowing us to offer a safe room 
so many homeless people in our town during the winter.  
 
As well as an alarming shortage of affordable accommodation in Folkestone and Hythe District, within 
both social and private sector, we saw an increase of people ending on the street as the winter 
progressed. Despite initiatives of the local council, extra government funding and all the extra 
Covid19 support from local hubs, people were sadly still becoming homeless. Due to a large number 
of people put on our waiting list, all those who were referred and accepted into the shelter had to be 
verified during outreach conducted regularly by our key partners Porchlight and Serveco first, to 
ensure we were offering spaces to those in the greatest need. Together with the partner agencies, we 
estimated there would be an excess of 20 people sleeping rough on the streets of Folkestone without 
the help of the local council and our shelter during the winter.  
 
At the Rainbow Centre, our daily work was greatly affected by the pandemic too. Despite the exciting 
re-opening in the summer of 2020, our doors had to close unexpectedly again just before the opening 
of the shelter. Large parts of our optimistic plans had to be scrapped. We continued to support our 
clients remotely, and partnership working in the local area became more important than ever during 
these difficult times.   
 
Our intensive daily work with clients on the shelter quickly shifted to remote well-being sessions over 
the phone, and move on options were greatly impacted by the eviction ban and the subsequent lack 
of move-on options for our guests.  
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Shelter Culture 
The Folkestone Churches Winter Shelter operates under the umbrella of the 
Folkestone Rainbow Centre, a Christian Charity supporting people in crisis. Its aims 
are:  
 

➢ To provide an evening and night shelter for homeless people in Folkestone 
using church buildings and volunteers through the coldest period of the 
winter  

➢ To engage church members and the wider community with some of the 
most vulnerable people in Folkestone without discrimination, expressing 
Christian compassion in building supportive relationships that help 
homeless guests towards independent living.  

➢ To work in partnership with the Rainbow Centre's Homeless Support 
Service and other key agencies, who will assist and empower homeless 
people to make positive changes in their lives.  

 
Whilst our aims are the same, we have had to tweak the aims for the winter in order to 
ensure the continuity of this life saving project: 
 
 
 

 We provided shelter for homeless people in Folkestone, not only during 
the nights, but during the days as well, to ensure safety for all our guests 
during the pandemic. We continued to work with our volunteers through 
the coldest period of the winter.  

 We engaged church members and the wider community with some of the 
most vulnerable people in Folkestone without discrimination, expressing 
Christian compassion in building supportive relationships that help 
homeless guests towards independent living, through the provision of 
daily meals delivered to the hotels. 

 We continued to work in partnership with the Rainbow Centre's Homeless 
Support Service and other key agencies, who assisted and empowered 
homeless people to make positive changes in their lives.  
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Churches & Volunteers 
Venue Coordinators (VC’s) are the backbone of the Winter Shelter Project. We cannot emphasise 
enough the importance of our VC’s. From planning the rotas, to looking after the volunteers, the VC’s 
are an important link between the Winter Shelter office and its volunteers as well as the hotels.  
Great communication between our Venue Coordinators and the office ensured the smooth operation 
once again this year, including smooth meal coordination and important information sharing between 
the hotels and the office. Despite no church venues we could use this winter, the name of their role 
simply couldn’t be changed! 
 
Our long-standing Holy Trinity member and Venue Coordinator Bill Mills, who is also the Foodstop 
Manager, has offered a helping hand again this year. Thank you for your “meals menus” coordination! 
 
We welcomed Pam Barr back. Pam was previously in charge of our venues at the Baptist Church. 
Pam is an experienced volunteer and she did a marvellous job. Some amazing meals were delivered 
on her “day of the week”.  
 
Chrissy Forrest helped us from the St. John’s Church again this winter, efficient as always. Thank 
you for always ensuring those with special diets were served the right way too! You won the prize for 
the most volunteers involved this year. 
 
Liz Willis and John Philpott agreed to coordinate together our Wednesdays for the third year. Their 
teamwork is definitely something to celebrate. They come from the Our Lady Help of Christians 
Catholic Church.  
 
Matthew Sawyer was in charge of our volunteers as VC this year. He has an amazing team of 
volunteers and we particularly appreciated his knowledge of homelessness. Matthew is our faithful 
volunteer at the Homeless Support Service too, and he is from SKCC.  
 
Eddie Grimble joined our VC team this year for the first time. Eddie is an experienced shelter and 
HSS volunteer from Harbour Church and he enjoyed the fact that “his” volunteers haven’t all come 
from Harbour and so he “got to know some other great Christians from other churches”. 
 
We ran Thursdays from the office this year, and we would like to thank volunteers who helped us with 
meal deliveries on this day, as well the hotel, who cooked for us whenever we had a gap in provision. 
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We were grateful for the volunteer interest once again this year. Despite the pandemic, we received 
almost 50% of the usual number of applications to volunteer for the shelter, from both existing and 
new volunteers, from all walks of life. Unfortunately, our plans to offer socially distanced interaction 
and face to face contact with client were, once again, disrupted but another spike in Covid19 
infections locally and nationally and the second lockdown in November. We had to adjust our service 
in order to protect the community, our guests and volunteers. As a result, only meals on wheels were 
offered to our clients during their stay in the accommodation provided. We actively worked with 56 
volunteers this year. Home made meals and puddings were delivered daily to the hotels provided. 
Thank you everyone for your understanding of how differently we had to operate and for the 
willingness to work with us despite the very strict measures in place.  
 
Our volunteer sessions ran via Zoom and our thank you “session” couldn’t take place this year. Our 
Dedication Service had to be pre-recorded and broadcasted online. These are all another very 
important parts of the shelter times where volunteers, churches, staff and clients come together to 
celebrate the success of the shelter.  
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Funding and costs 
At a time when money is tight for many individuals and organizations it is important that the way 
FCWS spends the generously donated money is clearly explained.  
We have been successful this year in gaining substantial grants from five different organizations in 
addition to £9,643 being received from individuals and churches connected with Folkestone.  
From the beginning we set out to spend money in a responsible way, seeking the best value for 
services and goods supplied to the project.  
Due to the covid-19 pandemic the shelter had to be operated in a very different way this year with 
the provision of accommodation at the Westward Ho! And the Portland Hotels which of course was 
a large proportion of the cost this year 37.8%.  
Staff wages are always going to be the biggest cost and as can be seen they account for 44.3% of 
our total expenditure. On a three month project the wage costs could be dramatically increased or 
decreased by the amount of lead in you give to staff, which in turn affects the amount of training 
that staff can do. If the shelter is to be safe, well led and provide a high-quality service then fund 
raising must reflect the need to pay for appropriate lead in periods to enable staff to be trained for 
the task.  

 

            
 

 

FCWS Project Income & Expenditure 2020-2021

Income

Albert Hunt Trust £5,000.00

Dover District Council £53,290.00

Folkestone Town Council £1,000.00

Homeless Link £10,021.00

Kent Police £500.00

Church Donations £797.53

Donations from Individuals £8,846.31

Total Income £79,454.84

Expenditure

Project Staff Salaries £36,538.37

CRB's and Training £166.40

Contributions to Rainbow Centre (Management and Accountability costs) £6,000.00

Food containers and food £1,151.07

Vehicle Costs £2,246.77

Housing Justice/Homesless Link Subscriptions £694.00

Postage and Carriage £49.98

Cost of Bed and Breakfast Hotel £31,102.56

Rent deposits and household items for clients £3,885.86

Sundry Expenses not listed £567.15

Total Expenditure for year £82,402.16

      Hidden Funding   

      A vast number of toiletries, socks and other items were directly given to the staff at the Rainbow Centre in support of 

      the shelter and were incredibly useful for guests who arrived with virtually the 'shirts' on their backs. 
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Guests 
More than 50% of our guests this year were men and women who were already known to us, many 
accessing the Homeless Support Service and those who worked closely with Porchlight Outreach 
Worker in Folkestone. It is worth mentioning that many (65%) of all the individuals who came to 
register for the shelter have had life-long connection to Folkestone. As we started accepting the 
registrations, the numbers were going up constantly, with newly found rough sleepers, people leaving 
prisons to No Fixed Abode, people evicted despite the eviction ban because of rogue landlords and 
sofa surfing clients who lost their options due to yet another lockdown looming.  
 
The registrations were accepted from partner agencies and as a result of stricter criteria implemented 
and the long waiting list this winter, we had to turn away a total of 14 potential guests. Everyone was 
offered further support by the Rainbow Centre. Due to stricter rules in place when using self-
contained hotel accommodation and because of the COVID19 situation, four bans were issued by the 
hotel this winter. One client left the shelter on his own accord. 
 
We saw similar pattern of reasons behind our clients’ homelessness situation to previous years, with 
the majority of clients seeking our help due to loss of tenancy after being evicted for rent arrears. 
Relationship breakdown was another reason often given as to why individuals became homeless.  
 
This year, we have seen another increase in the percentage of guests with major multiple and 
complex needs alongside their homelessness situation. Unfortunately, all our guests reported either 
alcohol, drug, mental health or a combination of these issues when registering for the shelter. Once 
again, over 20% of our guests were women this year, which is similar percentage of homeless 
women in our area reported to date, and in line with the national trend.  
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Our services this year changed in a great way. We had to think outside of the box a lot, but thanks to 

the help of partner agencies, there are some great outcomes to celebrate. 
 

o We worked closely with Porchlight and Serveco. 
o We coordinated operation to ensure our guests got direct support to Covid19 related 

issues, from testing to vaccinations. 
o Many guests were referred and encouraged to access GP services.  
o We contacted rental agencies and offered advocacy work to those who were ready to 

be privately housed.  
o We helped complete Homelessness Applications for the council, ensuring everyone 

registered with the council as homeless.  
o We assisted with contacts with DWP for clients who needed help with benefit queries 

and applications over the phone and online.  
o We completed UC applications and updates as necessary with clients.  
o We offered care of address to those who needed postal address as a way to access 

local services or open a bank account for example.  
o We helped register eligible clients with “Homechoice” council bidding system, and 

helped them when bidding for appropriate accommodation to suit their needs. 
o We had direct contact with Drug & Alcohol Forward Trust agency and referred clients 

into their services as appropriate. We continued to work closely with Forward Trust to 
monitor the progresses.  
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Makeup of our guests this winter:  
 
 

Number of guests’ referrals accepted                   29  

Guests offered space in the shelter                       21 

Guests with physical health issues                         7 

Guests with mental health issues                          13 

Guests with drugs & alcohol issues                      15 

Guests with multiple and complex needs               9 

 
Our outcomes in numbers: 
 
Three guests referred and accepted and subsequently housed by the partner shelter in 
Dover. 
Six guests housed by the end of the shelter.  
Eight clients were still in the shelter at the end of the last day. 
Three out of the eight clients have actual accommodation to move to, arranged 
through the shelter. This will be ready by end of April. 
 
Accommodation options this year were very limited. Due to the pandemic and 
government ban on eviction, the rental market is currently almost non-existent. Despite 
the difficulties, we managed to house some of our clients and we have three more 
clients waiting for their flats to be renovated. This was only possible thanks to great 
landlords locally who trust to offer their accommodation to our clients.  
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The collaboration  
We couldn’t run any of the live saving services without the help of a local businesses this year and 
the financial support received thank to collaboration between Folkestone & Hythe District Council 
(FHDC) and Dover District Council. Our partners we successful in outsourcing additional financial 
support through the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government. 
 
But this was only the beginning. Throughout the winter, our partners from the Rough Sleepers 
Initiative (RSI) team continued to support the shelter guests face to face as well as helping us 
financially through a “Move-on” grant gratefully received by our shelter. This allowed those of our 
guests who were found accommodation cover extra costs when moving into their own properties.  
The hotel also helped is in many different ways. From accepting the dinner on the doorstep daily and 
distributing to clients’ room, through regular contact in cases of emergencies, to extra help with 
breakfast provisions for guests we were allowed to store in the hotels. The relationship with the hotels 
was much more than a business transaction and we are truly grateful for the hospitality the owners 
offered to our guests.  
 
Our partner shelter, run by the Dover Outreach Centre, has allowed us to help even more people. 
Three guests who were originally referred to our shelter but refused due to lack of spaces were 
offered space by the Dover shelter. All three Dover shelter guests were found accommodation 
through the help of the RSI team and the Dover Shelter. A great success!  
 

 
In the last week of the shelter, we were informed by the FHDC they would take on all remaining eight 
guests in the shelter and offer them the same accommodation placement until their – often ongoing – 
move-on option becomes a reality, for a maximum of three months. Great success and added feeling 
of security for our guests!  

Author is licensed un 
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Guests’ stories 
John (name changed) was a well-known rough sleeper in the area, and many concerns had been raised 

from local partners about him, around his visible alcohol consumption and the fact that rough sleeping was not 
allowing him to look after himself and have the dignity and respect he so deserved.  
 
Rainbow Centre acted as a “care of address” for John, and by doing so, we could assist him with a letter to 
confirm this; allowing him to have a secure bank account opened as he had previously only had a post office 
account.  
 
We encouraged engagement with Forward Trust from the beginning and although he did not want to pursue 
this option, being in a safe space and away from particular influences on the street appeared to have a positive 
impact on his drinking habits.  
  
We provided regular assistance with clothes as he had very few belongings.  
 
With time, we successfully secured a bedsit for John. We ordered a food shop to start his journey off nicely, 
and some basic necessities like a slow cooker, toaster and TV, in the hope that this will have a positive impact 
on his transition, and also assist with the boredom and social isolation that lockdown is bringing.  
 
 
 
 
 

Gina (name changed) has a passion for exercising, and has greatly missed attending the gym due to the 

lockdown. She used to ride a bike but unfortunately hers was stolen prior to the Winter Shelter. Through a very 
kind donation, we managed to secure a bicycle for her so she can get back to being outside and doing the 
exercise she so loves (following lockdown rules we hope of course! Gina was also referred into supported 
project locally and we hope through the support of our partner agency Porchlight she will be accepted, to 
improve her life beyond the shelter.  
 
 
 
 
 

Thomas (name changed) had been homeless for quite a while, with his dog who he has a very close bond 

with. In “normal” circumstances, the shelter would not be an option, as dogs were not permitted, but this year 
has brought some positives in that it has enabled him and his lovely dog to have somewhere warm and stable 
to sleep, as well as regular dog food from us!  
 
It is also extremely hard to secure accommodation for those with a dog, and the first option explored for 
Thomas was not possible due to this very reason. However, we have since viewed some flats and, after 
renovating, Thomas and his dog should have a place to call their own, with ongoing support from social 
services and his support worker Steve. Thomas has been temporarily placed in a bedsit, as the flat is not quite 
ready yet. Once again, this was only possible with the collaboration working with our partners! 
 
We have a VERY large bag of dog food waiting to go when he moves to his forever home! 
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Susan (name changed) had been homeless for a significant period of time, both rough sleeping and sofa 

surfing.  
She had no recourse to public funds due to German nationality (she arrived in the UK 20 years ago) Working 
closely with her support worker Simone from one of our partner agencies, many steps have been taken which 
have empowered Susan to take control of many areas of her life. 
 
Rainbow Centre assisted Susan with a letter to take with her to the Home Office in support of receiving ID, 
which has since allowed her to apply for settled status in the UK. We have also assisted her with opening a 
bank account. 
 
Susan was also not registered with a GP, and had therefore not received assistance in this respect in a long 
period. We helped her to register with a GP, and booked her initial consultation so that she can receive support 
with her physical and mental health, which desperately needed professional attention.  
 
Her support worker has also completed a referral to Forward Trust to address her drug issues, and she is now 
scripted. Having a secure base in the form of being a guest on the shelter has hopefully supported this process 
in terms of having a good night’s sleep and meal the night before, and being in close proximity to the chemist. 
Susan is now waiting for her residential drug rehabilitation placement.  
 
We have provided regular practical assistance in the form of clothes, toiletries, and food due to her lack of 
income, and have also liaised with the hotel to deliver items to her room when required.  
 
All these little steps have far reaching consequences, and have already made a huge difference in many areas 
of her life. Without the stability of the shelter, the warm and safe space to focus, and being in one place where 
all paperwork and belongings could be kept, these steps may not have been possible.  
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Feedback 
Similar to everything else being done remotely, our feedback was also collected that way this year. We created 
online surveys for both volunteers and partner agencies, and we distributed feedback forms to our clients in 
their hotel rooms.  
 
Here are some highlights from the feedback forms returned to us:  

Majority of our local partners agreed that our staff and volunteers were well trained, acted in the best 

interest of clients and that they adhered to professional standards of conduct. 
Furthermore, 100% of our local partners strongly agreed that “The Winter Shelter is making a positive 
contribution to the local Community”. 

Our volunteer feedback indicated a level of disappointment at the fact that no social interaction 

was offered, despite previously made plans we made to offer face to face contact should pandemic situation 
improve. But almost 80% of volunteers felt that their efforts were still being recognized and appreciated. 
Unfortunately, the times were truly unpredictable this past winter, and although an effort was made to ensure 
we were ready to open our doors and hearts to our guests, by the end of the 2020 it was clearly this won’t be a 
viable option for us.  
Despite this disappointment, over 93% of volunteers who responded to our survey indicated they received 
adequate information from the Rainbow Centre about how the shelter would operate this winter. 
Over 80% of our volunteers came back for the 4th time at least, and all indicated they would be happy to return 
again this year. Our volunteers signed up for different roles and many stepped up to offer us a different kind of 
help once it became clear there won’t be any social interaction.  
The feedback indicated it was difficult for volunteers to be unable to witness the progresses of our guests and 
the direct impact their care had on the wellbeing of our guests. This was a similar pattern with staff of the 
Winter Shelter and the Rainbow Centre, where minimum social contact was allowed due to the pandemic.  
Despite these difficulties, over 90% of those who completed our survey agreed they were provided with a clear 
instruction from the Rainbow Centre, or outline of what was expected from them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our guests’ feedback was positive as well. 100% of our guests were grateful for the care and 

hospitality we offered to them, and there were many comments made about the wonderful meals we provided.  
 

“I consider it a privilege to help at the Winter Shelter” 
Volunteer 
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Our Thank You 
The Folkestone Churches Winter Shelter is extremely grateful for the help and support it receives from a wide 
variety of organisations and individuals for all manner of things including: volunteering, advice, support, 
funding, fundraising, promotion & publicizing, hairdressing, leadership, fire & safety, risk assessment and the 
list goes on!  

 
Special Thanks  
We would like to acknowledge that our heartfelt thanks go to all the supporters already mentioned in our report 
and also to the following people and organisations:  
 

 Churches Together Folkestone 
 The Portland and the Westward Ho! hotels 
 The Chair and Trustees of the Rainbow Centre  
 Mary Stredwick the CEO of the Rainbow Centre  
 The Police and our local PCSO’s  
 Debbie Morris and her team at Shepway Foodbank  
 Bill Mills and the team of the Rainbow Centre Foodstop  
 Rainbow Centre Homeless Support Service & Volunteers  
 Action on Homelessness in Folkestone 
 Jess Harman and her colleagues from the Community Safety team at the 

council, especially Steve Carley 
 Folkestone and Hythe District Council and their amazing Housing Options 

officers 
 Dover Outreach Centre and their shelter, with Noel Beamish at the fore 

front of their amazing services 
 All the staff from Porchlight and Serveco  
 Alan White for his support and project management of the DDC and FHDC 

bid  
 Dawn Kellers – for keeping us in the black!  
 Theresa Fowler - for all the media attention and DBS checking for us 
 Harbour Church, Phil Haines, the Churches Together chair and Bob Weldon 

for organizing and delivering the Dedication Service online  
 

 
 
 

 


